
 Mask , symbol of division

Discrimination - Bullying - Coercion
IN THE NAME OF THE MASK
How do people deal with people who do not "conform to the masses"?
https://www.wissen-neu-gedacht.de/videos-zum-thema-manipulation-persönlichkeit
German video

Rough translation/ Interpretation

Instead of getting rid of mask wearing , it is reenforced again.

Critics spoke against  it from the start.. 
For that , they were called conspiracy theorists  , covid idiots, liars, etc. 

⸻-
The meaning of mask wearing.

The mask divided the society like no other topic.

A lot of people are really suffering . Because of health reasons they cannot wear a 
mask.
This video will not address the sense or nonsense of mask wearing.

From the point of view of personal development.
How do people deal with people when an unusual situation takes them by surprise?

When their fear overpowers them and they can't do anything but follow the dictates as 
if by remote control.

Why so many people just blindly and unreflectively follow even nonsensical and 
contradictory orders and want to force others to do so will be discussed in another 
video in detail to really understand why people behave a certain way.
Fear prevents rational thinking.



⸺

Today will discuss what people do to other people who do not conform to mask 
wearing.

Not only adult , but children are picked on and even isolated from their friends, called 
names , superspreaders etc.
The worst part when they are made to feel guilty for potentially killing the parents 
or grandparents, Taking away children’s  natural impulse and the need to cuddle. 

What that does to the psyche of the children is unimaginable. 
What is worst , people do not even want to know. 

It is so cruel what they are doing to children, the sadness and fear in children’s 
eyes and what they feel,  it is almost unbearable.

And I ask myself , how can people do that to children?

Symbol of mask - OBEY! Get used to it.

—-

Also adults who do not wear masks are told off, verbally and even physically attacked, 
called ignorant, selfish , antisocial, reckless, mask deniers.
They are denied entry to places or refused service, to be sanctioned and fined.

Some people are simply too uncomfortable to stand up for the exception group. 
They simply don't want to discuss with others, they stick to the rules and just get 
angry when others dare not to do so.

So they discriminate against people out of convenience. 
Just think about it,  it is just unimaginable .



And I bet if one asked any of them in 2019 : “Would you ever throw  someone out of 
your shop who ,for good reasons cannot follow a guideline that is not law? 
They would have vehemently said no, I would never discriminate.”

Unfortunately it looks so different today. They discriminate against others not only 
out of fear but because they are told so.
( see Milgram experiment, obedience to authority,  
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milgram_experiment l shows what people are willing to 
do to others when told so by a person in authority , scientists, an institution etc.) 

But also private citizens who are dutifully and blindly follow orders from authority 
and attack  other citizens.

And some say to them :
Don't be like that , it's just a mask.

!

Reasons why people cannot wear a mask and  I appeal for your understanding 
and compassion.
- migraines, mask can trigger them because of lack of limited breathing and CO2 
buildup
- respiratory problems
-cardiovascular problem- mask wearing can be life threatening 
-tendency to  faint
- ENT problems ,  polyps , deviated septum, sinusitis
- fear and panic eg. a woman who was raped and was gagged.
-mouth problems eg. herpes
-allergies to  mask ingredients, even risk of anaphylactic shock
-skin problems 

These people  have to decide if put their health at risk  , obey or  have to put up with 
the confrontations.

Mask wearing can also lead to depression , not only in adults but in children.
How children suffer in schools , what they have done to children.



Are you willing to just stand by while your fellow man are being discriminated?
And a question to those who approached others, will you keep treating people like that 
and still have a clean conscious about  what you are doing to others? 

Nowhere was it said that a mask is an ultimate protection for ‘covid”, only has a partial 
function. 
One of the reason is to remind people there is a  real pandemic.
Seriously, one  needs a mask to be reminded ? 

Remember ! there are always mask exceptions when people  want to force  other 
people to wear a mask for those who had till now so little understanding for others.
What kind of people have you become to enforce mask  wearing  on  others.
Who is then the  ignorant , selfish, antisocial, reckless.

Finally, treat   your fellow humans again as  humans again , with empathy, with 
understanding, as equal ,with sincere solidarity and respect.
As you never know what that person has gone through, what suffering and what 
reason they have to act differently. ( I would add those who show some sanity )

Before you tell someone again: 
“Don’t be like that . It is only a mask . “ ask yourself if you would also tell that to 
someone in a wheelchair . Don’t be like that, it is only a staircase.
⸺-
 It is unforgivable, especially the immorality of the  adults to impose unacceptable measures  on 

children to save the 95 year old granny with multiple comorbidities 

Global fanaticism.

The people who should have protected the public and children eg. medical staff, teachers , 

police, etc .just enforced these inhumane measures. 

Doctors  refused to see patients who did not wear their obedience muzzle, even delayed life 

saving treatments and  refused to deliver babies  if the about to be mother did not wear a mask, 

unimaginable.

Unacceptable,  unethical  and even criminal behaviour  that has caused so much suffering and  

harm. 


